
GET IT ALL BACK
PRODUCED BY JOHN KEENAN
 
(I made this beat by accident after a day of roofing that really sucked. I was tired and this 80’s funk sounding thing 
came out of me. My girlfriend walked in my room and I had chocolate all over my face and I was dancing like a moron 
to the beat, she gave me a strange look and closed the door slowly. I wrote the song as a taunt to rap people, its 
really a masked diss about rap music)
 

INTRO
this isn’t normal we, force more through the doors of greed
nothing but hurt, sure sore but even more I bleed
words we learn you’ve never heard
so spit it more obscene
live in remorse
work towards what the world can be
 

VERSE ONE
i think i need a way to leave where I’m at
and seek relief from the demons release my feelings and stress
from the threats to the mess I’ve kept my head up confessed
what i’ve been feeling in secret 
it’s got me leaving depressed
i’ve been denied quicker
rhyme spitters and throat slitters
they’re often the most vicious
im dope, they don’t get it
and i wont be omitted
i keep my faith in the process 
from the problems we cause them
 to the teaching we offer
they wanna see in back
but im not fading at all
we seem conscieded and evil 
but you’re the one with the thoughts
its been a long haul
here to finish em off
now you can blame me or hate it 
i just evaded the fall
 

CHORUS PART ONE
we’ll never get it all back
im grown but don’t miss it
what will get us on track?
the road is so vicious
im all alone in it
my home has no healing
i hope i don’t crack
but I know I won’t kneeling (repeat)
 

 
VERSE TWO

we gotta give a little
more healing, ignore trash
put forth a more meaningful reason or sort facts
i leave with a sore back and think youre a forced fad
you need reinforced bad and seem to be all flash
we paint a picture on silence just when the feelings invited
i wanna leave but im needed release my reasons for violence
ive been enlightend from writing
it’s nothing nice for a rhymer
just when they give them all they wanted 



now we struggle to find it
i can’t deny it im more defyant
and bored and mortified
of course we’re more poor
you’re sore we wont buy it
i closed the door, can’t force and don’t like em
its more a man’s chore
wars ordered
go fight em. 
 
 
CHORUS VERSION ONE (repeat)
 
CHORUS VERSION TWO
 
I hope I never turn back
cause my soul was born in it
what can get us on track
the road is so vicious
they sold a short feeling
we wont for no reason
they hoped we wont last
but we know we don’t need em (repeat)
 
 
VERSE THREE
 
go and get your own vision 
low skill and no heart
being him you’ll never get it 
flip it different or evolve
ive been in it from the beginning
never quit and didn’t fall 
if its prolific I can dig it 
if it isn’t move along
you play the part for a moment 
but you’re not hard its over
paid the cost to be all that you are not 
better grow up
never taught 
no one showed us
we’d astonish Allen Poe
and made our start from the bottom 
making copies of no one. 
 
CHORUS REPEATS


